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Tate

Participants start near the crosswalk, go 
counterclockwise along the outer edge of the 
Western parking lot/Band practice lot and make 
left, quick right, and quick left to get on to the 
main drive on the South side of the school. 
Participants will go left into the Eastern parking 
lot, right to exit the Eastern parking lot, left 
through the gate. Participants will follow the road 
to the North to the closed gate/Northern exit of 
the school property, turn around, and follow the 
same route back.

V indicates placement of Volunteers (at every 
turn and additional to reduce any confusion or 
incorrect turns)

W indicates placement of Water Station

Gate at the 1 mile mark will need to be unlocked 
by 6:00 a.m. on race morning.

Megan

Unified Champions 5K
At Johnson High School 

Lilyanna

Kaitlyn



As much as possible, where 
purple arrows are pointing, make 
islands of cones in a line down 
the center, maybe five in a line, 
then a few yards further do 
another 5 cones in a line, to give 
the reminder to stay right, 
without lining the whole course 
with cones  Couple with “STAY 
RIGHT” sandwich boards.

The blue dots indicate turns:  use 
approximately 4 to 5 cones to 
create a curved edge, blocking 
other routes. Couple with arrow 
boards.



Participants start near the Crosswalk, go clockwise along 
the outer edge of the Western parking lots almost in an 
oval shape. 

Unified Champions 1K
At Johnson High School 



Unified Champions 5K and 1K/Festival setup



Participants start near the Crosswalk, go 
counterclockwise along the outer edge of the 
Western parking lot/Band practice lot and make 
left, quick right, and quick left to get on to the 
main drive on the South side of the school. 
Participants will go left into the Eastern parking 
lot, right to exit the Eastern parking lot, left 
through the gate. Participants will follow the road 
to the North to the closed gate/Northern exit of 
the school property, turn around, and follow the 
same route back.

W indicates placement of Water Station
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